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Classification of Driver Drowsiness Level using Wireless EEG 
 
 

Abstract. In this work, wireless Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals are used to classify the driver drowsiness levels (neutral, drowsy, high drowsy 
and sleep stage1) based on Discrete Wavelet Packet Transform (DWPT). Two statistical features (spectral centroid, and power spectral density) 
were extracted from four EEG frequency bands (delta, theta, alpha, and beta) using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). These features are used to 
classify the driver drowsiness level using three classifiers namely, subtractive fuzzy clustering, probabilistic neural network, and K nearest neighbour.  
Results of this study indicates that the best average accuracy of 84.41% is achieved using subtractive fuzzy classifier based on power spectral 
density feature extracted by db4 wavelet function.   
 
Streszczenie. W artykule zaprezentowano możliwość wykorzystania dyskretnej transformaty falkowej do analizy sygnału elektroencefalografii w 
badaniach senności kierowcy. Parametry statystyczne sygnału analizowano z wykorzystaniem dyskretnej transformaty Fouriera. Stwierdzono że 
najlepsza dokładność uzyskuje się stosując klasyfikator rozmyty i funkcję falkową db4. (Badania senności kierowcy na podstawie sygnału EEG) 
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Introduction 
 National Sleep Foundation documented in 2002 that, 
51% of drivers were in drowsiness state and 17% entered 
sleep mode during long distance driving [1]. In Europe 
countries, 150000 casualties and 50000 deaths of people 
are reported over a period of one year [2]. In general, 20% 
of all road accidents are mainly due to driver hypo-vigilance 
[3]. Drowsiness can be detected either by using 
physiological signals, physical behaviours of driver (head 
position, eye blinking and movement) and performance 
behaviour [4,5]. Among the different types of physiological 
signals such as (Electroencephalography (EEG), 
Electromyography (EMG), Electrooculography (EOG), 
Electrocardiography (ECG), Skin Conductance (SC), Heart 
Rate Variability (HRV)), EEG plays a vital role on efficiently 
tracking the minute changes in brain activity during different 
levels of drowsiness [6]. Subasi et.al achieved a 92% 
discrimination rate between alert, drowsy and sleep, based 
on extraction wavelet coefficients from the wavelet scales 
that contain the frequencies of alpha, delta, theta and beta 
bands [7]. Tsai et al. design a real time system which can 
discriminate alertness from drowsiness with accuracy 
79.1% and 90.91% respectively, based on two new 
features; integral of EEG and zero crossings, as the input to 
a back propagation neural network [6]. Torbjorn et al. used 
EEG, EOG, and EMG to identify sleep stages (1, 2, 3, 4) 
[8]. This present work has three objectives: (1) to determine 
the best statistical feature for classifying the drowsiness 
levels, (2) to select the optimal wavelet function for 
determining the better classification accuracy from the 
features of delta, theta, alpha, and beta bands, (3) to 
determine the suitable classifier which gives better average 
and individual classification rate. In this work, virtual reality 
(VR) based environment has been designed to create a 
driving environment as similar to the real-world driving in 
our laboratory. All the subjects are asked to drive the car for 
1 hour in a monotonous manner with a maximum speed of 
70 km/hour to induce the drowsiness on the subjects. This 
work aim is to classify four different states of drowsiness 
such as, drowsy, high drowsy, sleep stage1 and neutral 
using two statistical features (spectral centroid, and power 
spectral density (PSD)). Discrete Wavelet Packet Transform 
(DWPT) with four different wavelet functions were used to 
derive the statistical features and classified using three non-
linear classifiers (K Nearest Neighbour (KNN), fuzzy 
subtractive clustering and probabilistic neural network 
(PNN)).  
 

Data Acquisition  
 Figure 1 shows a simulated environment of real driving 
in one of our university laboratory based on simulation 
driving software. In this work, 50 subjects (43 Males and 7 
Females) in the age range of 24 years to 34 years 
participated. Emotive EEG system is used to acquire the 
EEG signals over the complete scalp through 14 electrodes 
(FP1, FP2, F7, F8, F3, F4, T7, T8, P7, P8, O1, O2, A1, & 
A2 at a sampling frequency of 128 Hz and band pass 
filtered between 0.05 Hz and 60 Hz. Infrared camera had 
been used to capture the driver face image for data 
validation after finishing the experiment.  

According to the literature, most of the human being 
feels sleepy during 1 am to 3 am and 3 pm to 5 pm. These 
timing factors have already been investigated by several 
researchers on drowsiness level detection using EEG 
signals. In the case of subject who is driving the car at a 
constant speed of 70 km/hour in the monotonous road over 
longer time duration might induce sleepiness on the subject. 
Hence, this present experiment is conducted on the above 
said timings and all the subjects should not sleep more than 
six hours on last night and asked them not to consume any 
alcohol/coffee/cigarette before coming to the experiment. 
The experimental timing and set up highly induces the 
drowsiness on the subjects. For neutral initialization, before 
start driving, the subject was initially keep their eyes closed 
for 2 minutes duration. Followed by another 2 minutes for 
eyes open. Through this protocol and according to the 
visual inspection we allocate the subject drowsiness for less 
than 3 seconds as drowsy state which is under driver 
control, but if it exceed 3 seconds, then it is considered as 
high drowsy case which mean the driver in dangerous 
situation because this period is enough to make accident. 
However after 10 minutes of sleeping, the subject 
considered in sleep stage 1 [9].  
 

 
(a)                            (b) 

Fig. 1. Protocol flow (a) Subject in drowsy state (b) Driving car 
environment 
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Feature Extraction  
 Discrete Wavelet Packet Transform (DWPT) plays a 
vital role in localizing the frequency bands compared to 
other methods [10-12]. In this work, the statistical features 
from the EEG signals for different drowsiness levels are 
derived from four frequency bands, namely delta (δ), theta 
(θ), alpha (α) and beta (β). The mother wavelet function (Ψ) 
can be expressed as given in (1).										 
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where a, b ∈ R, a>0, and R is the wavelet space. Parameter 
'b' is the scaling factor and ‘a’ is the shifting factor.  
 In this work, four different wavelet functions: db4, db8, 
sym8 and coif5 are used for decomposing the EEG signals 
into four different frequency bands. These wavelet functions 
are chosen due to their near optimal time-frequency 
localization properties. Moreover, the waveforms of these 
wavelets are similar to the waveforms to be detected in the 
EEG signal. Therefore, extraction of EEG signals features 
are more likely to be successful [13]. However, wavelet can 
also be designed to match any event waveform that is 
desired by implementing direct design technique with Meyer 
wavelets. The extracted wavelet coefficients provide a 
compact representation that shows the energy distribution 
of the EEG signal in time and frequency [14]. 
 
Amplitude Spectrum 
The frequency spectrum can be generated via a Fourier 
transform of the signal, and the resulting values are usually 
presented as amplitude and phase, both plotted versus 
frequency. In this work, the average amplitude of the FFT 
output of EEG bands wavelet transformed is used to derive 
two different features namely; spectral centroid, and PSD. 
 

Power Spectral Density (PSD) 
Spectral analysis is the distribution of power over 
frequency. In medicine, spectral analysis of various signals 
measured from a patient, such as electrocardiogram (ECG) 
or electroencephalogram (EEG) signals can provide useful 
material for diagnosis. A random signal usually has finite 
average power and, therefore, can be characterized by an 
average power spectral density as in Eqn. (2) [15]. 
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duration of the input signal. 
 
Spectral centroid frequency  
Spectral centroid (SC) frequency is commonly known as 
sub band spectral centroid [7, 10]. The Spectral Centroid is 
used to find the center value of the groups for each 
frequency bands[12,14]. In this work, SC is used for 
drowsiness level classification using EEG. The Spectral 
Centroid (SC) is calculated using formula (3). 
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where w is the angular frequency in radians per second. 
 
The Classifiers  
In this paper, three different classifiers have been used to 
compare the results of drowsiness classification. In a 
consequence, a best classifier will be chosen based on 
highest mean classification rate. (i) Probabilistic Neural 
Network (PNN): The PNN model is one among the 

supervised learning networks and has many features in 
contrast with other networks in the learning processes. The 
data training set is used to train designed PNN. The PNN is 
tested with testing data set to show the impact on 
classification rate. The spread value (σ) of the radial basis 
function (RBF) was used as a smoothing factor and 
classifier accuracy was examined with different values of σ. 
In this work smoothing factor of 0.1 is used to classify the 
drowsiness level. (ii) K Nearest Neighbor (KNN): KNN 
classifier algorithm based on Euclidian distance metrics to 
locate the nearest neighbors. This classifier memorizes all 
vectors in the training sets and then compared with the test 
vector. In this work the K nearest neighbor value varies 
from 2 to 9. The best value of K is chosen based on the 
highest mean classification rate (iii) Fuzzy subtractive (FS) 
clustering is a fast, one-pass algorithm for estimating the 
number of clusters and the cluster centers in a set of data. 
This technique depends upon the measure of the density of 
data points in the feature space. The aim is to find area in 
the feature space with high densities of data points. The 
point with highest number of neighbors is considered as the 
center of a specific cluster. The radii variable is a vector of 
entries between 0 and 1 that specifies a cluster center’s 
range. Small radii values will generate a few large clusters. 
Recommended values for radii should be between 0.2 and 
0.5. In this work, a value of 0.5 for all the radii was chosen 
because this lead to fewer membership functions and less 
computation time, without losing accuracy. Once the inputs 
for drowsiness levels classification are selected, input 
membership functions must be determined. The Gaussian 
membership function is selected since it has continuous 
derivability.  
 

Data Preparation for Classification   
In this work, 3 sec framing is performed on each state of 
drowsiness EEG signals and statistical features were 
extracted. Two statistical features (SC and PSD) were 
extracted from four different frequency bands (δ, θ, α, β )   
over 50 subjects and used for classifying the four 
drowsiness levels. 60% of this data is used for training and 
remaining 40% data is used for testing.  
  

Results and Discussion 
 The significance of these two features, SC and PSD, are 
verified based on the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test 
over each wavelet function (db4, db8, sym8, and coif5) on 
four different drowsiness levels as given in Table 1. . All the 
results are presented as mean ± SD with "p" values. For 
db4 wavelet function case, both features after neutral start 
increasing through the drowsy, high drowsy, and sleep 
stage 1 with less resources ( p < 0.001) and this indicate 
that the features are suitable to distinguish these three 
levels easily. In db8, the features start decreasing in the 
high drowsy level and increase again at sleep1 level. While 
for both sym8 and coif5, the features start increasing in the 
high drowsy level and decrease again in sleep1 with more 
resources (p = 0.004) for the former and less resources (P 
< 0.001) for the latter. Hence, among these wavelets, db4 
gives a gradual increment in the mean of the features from 
drowsy to high drowsy and to sleep stage1. In a 
consequence, db4 wavelet function gives the maximum 
mean classification rate of 84.41% as given in table 2 using 
PSD feature for Fuzzy subtractive classifier which its input 
vectors distribution is shown in Fig. 2. The KNN and PNN 
classifiers wavelet function produce maximum classification 
of 70.17% and 60.60%, respectively. The former is based 
on PSD feature extracted by sym8, while the latter on SC 
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extracted by db8. Therefore, we considered db4 wavelet 
function for subsequent analysis.  
Sensitivity is defined as the proportion of actual positives 
which are correctly identified as positive, and specificity is 
the proportion of negatives which are correctly identified as 
negative. These parameters, namely; accuracy, sensitivity, 
specificity, true positive rate (TPR), and false negative rate 
(FNR), can be calculated as in (4, 5, 6, 7, and 8) 
respectively : 
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where TP is  true positive, TN is  true negative, FP is  false 
positive, and FN is  false negative.   
Table 3 summarizes the classification sensitivity, specificity, 
TPR, FNR of KNN, PNN, and Fuzzy classifiers using db4 
wavelet function. The best performance of classification of 
84.41% was achieved by fuzzy using PSD feature with an 
average sensitivity of 88.63% and specificity of 75.97% with 
an average PRV of 79.77% and NPR of 71.75%. Therefore, 

db4 wavelet can be considered as the dominant wavelet 
type for getting good accuracy of classification of different 
levels of drowsiness based on PSD feature. Table 4 shows 
the comparison between the maximum mean drowsiness 
classification rate of the previous researchers work and the 
present work. From this table, the maximum classification 
rate of 85% is achieved on classifying two classes [Chin, 
2005] and 98.5% is gained on classifying 3 classes 
[Mehmet , 2008]. However the present recognition system 
produce maximum mean rate of 84.41% on classifying 4 
classes using 50 subjects. 
 
Conclusion 
 Most of the research works have been discussed about 
the classification of driver drowsiness into two levels either 
(awake or sleep) or (drowsy and non-drowsy) and some on 
three levels (awake, drowsy, and sleep). Whereas, our 
proposal towards 4 levels (awake, drowsy, high drowsy, 
sleep stage 1). This paper presents about amplitude 
spectrum of the four bands (delta, theta, alpha, and beta) of 
the EEG signal has been proposed along with the hybrid 
scheme based on DWT and FFT. Fusions of above two 
methods give more significant results on extraction of SC, 
and PSD features under ANOVA analysis. The proposed 
methodology has been tested on 50 subjects and provides 
maximum accuracy of 84.41% using db4 and subtractive 
fuzzy inference system for PSD feature with an average 
sensitivity of 88.63% % and specificity of 75.97% among 
three classifiers (KNN, PNN, and subtractive fuzzy) and 4 
wavelets (db4, db8, sym8, and coif5).  

 
Table 1. ANOVA test of SC & PSD features over db4, db8, sym8, & coif5 for each drowsiness level. 

Wavelet 
Function 

Statistical 
Features 

Neutral Drowsy High-Drowsy Sleep-1 P 

db4 
SC 18.92 ± 31.96 8.94 ± 20.39 29.9 ± 39.26 34.7 ± 39.35 < 0.001 

PSD 0.0078 ± 0.0173 0.0026 ± 0.0173 0.0198 ± 0.045 0.344 ± 1.536 < 0.001 

db8 
SC 6.54 ± 7.44 15.39 ±  25.35 13.98 ± 32.17 19.8 ± 38.45 0.004 

PSD 0.002 ± 0.0026 0.0072 ± 0.0173 0.014 ± 0.038 0.036 ± 0.113 0.004 

sym8 
SC 8.98 ± 14.25 8.29 ± 14.92 35.65 ± 45.62 31.18 ± 43.75 < 0.001 

PSD 0.0047 ± 0.012 0.0034 ± 0.0054 0.077 ± 0.027 0.317 ± 1.28 < 0.001 

coif5 SC 22.71 ± 31.48 6.26 ± 11.08 15.15 ± 26.51 2.009 ± 11 0.008 

PSD 0.243 ± 1.25 0.019 ± 0.084 0.017 ± 0.037 0.0025 ± 0.0134 0.008 
 

Table 2. Classification accuracy of different classifiers for different wavelets over 4 drowsiness levels for both two features 

Wavelet 
Function 

Statistical 
Features 

Neutral Low Medium High 
Avg. Classification 

Rate 

SC PSD SC PSD SC PSD SC PSD SC PSD 

Fuzzy 

db4 
73.67 84.33 81.32 83.39 76.36 87.86 76.49 82.07 76.96 84.41 

db8 
74.29 71.55 79.00 74.80 93.25 87.34 75.23 79.37 80.44 78.26 

sym8 
72.27 91.51 73.72 84.88 90.09 84.18 72.95 75.43 77.26 84.00 

coif5 
77.23 75.60 81.69 71.93 84.78 92.36 79.96 80.88 80.91 80.19 

PNN 

db4 
61.16 64.98 75.58 72.93 58.13 40.52 58.41 34.52 52.54 53.24 

db8 
68.31 60.76 65.85 34.63 71.40 72.35 36.85 38.03 60.60 51.44 

sym8 
66.54 82.05 66.89 54.06 61.58 61.16 35.96 41.08 57.74 59.59 

coif5 
62.64 63.51 68.12 34.57 70.22 62.95 35.15 35.73 59.03 49.19 

KNN 

db4 
40.13 45.94 45.44 82.93 66.74 75.47 65.85 71.39 54.54 68.93 

db8 
35.84 42.67 39.49 60.54 85.50 85.31 69.17 67.79 57.50 64.08 

sym8 
76.63 62.18 34.99 38.62 80.81 77.45 64.51 64.43 54.73 70.17 

coif5 
65.13 35.73 48.76 41.33 78.03 80.68 68.69 60.76 59.20 60.58 
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Fig. 2.The distribution of the input vectors to the Fuzzy classifier over 4 drowsiness levels based on Fuzzy classifier (a) 120 training (b) 80 

testing vectors 
 

Table 3. Classification results of KNN, PNN, FUZZY classifiers over 4 drowsiness levels based on db4 using SC & PSD features. 
Drowsiness 

Levels 
Statistical feature and 

Classifier % CR SEN. SPEC. TPR FNR 

Awake 

SC 

KNN 40.13 42.14 36.12 37.92 34.11 

PNN 64.98 68.23 58.49 61.41 55.24 

Fuzzy 73.67 77.35 66.30 69.62 62.62 

PSD 

KNN 45.94 48.23 41.34 43.41 39.05 

PNN 75.58 79.35 68.02 71.42 64.24 

Fuzzy 84.33 88.55 75.90 79.69 71.68 

Drowsy 

SC 

KNN 45.44 47.71 40.90 42.94 38.62 

PNN 72.93 76.58 65.64 68.92 61.99 

Fuzzy 81.32 85.39 73.19 76.85 69.12 

PSD 

KNN 82.93 87.07 74.63 78.37 70.49 

PNN 58.13 61.04 52.32 54.93 49.41 

Fuzzy 83.39 87.56 75.05 78.80 70.88 

High drowsy 

SC 

KNN 66.74 70.07 60.06 63.07 56.73 

PNN 40.52 42.54 36.46 38.29 34.44 

Fuzzy 76.36 80.18 68.72 72.16 64.91 

PSD 

KNN 75.47 79.25 67.92 71.32 64.15 

PNN 58.41 61.33 52.57 55.19 49.65 

Fuzzy 87.86 92.26 79.08 83.03 74.68 

Sleep1 

SC 

KNN 65.85 69.15 59.27 62.23 55.97 

PNN 34.52 36.25 31.07 32.62 29.34 

Fuzzy 76.49 80.31 68.84 72.28 65.01 

PSD 

KNN 71.39 74.96 64.25 67.46 60.68 

PNN 52.54 55.17 47.29 49.65 44.66 

Fuzzy 82.07 86.17 73.86 77.56 69.76 

Average 

SC 

KNN 54.54 57.27 49.09 51.54 46.36 

PNN 53.24 55.90 47.91 50.31 45.25 

Fuzzy 76.96 80.81 69.26 72.73 65.42 

PSD 

KNN 68.93 72.38 62.04 65.14 58.59 

PNN 61.16 64.22 55.05 57.80 51.99 

Fuzzy 84.41 88.63 75.97 79.77 71.75 
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Table 4. Comparison of maximum mean drowsiness classification rate of present work with that of earlier work 
Refreence Physoligical 

Signal 
Database  Feature 

Extraction 
Classifier % 

Accuracy 

[Chin, 2005] EEG, ECG, 
EOG 

16 Subjects    
33 Channels 

FFT linear Regression 
Model   2 Class 

85 

[Rakesh, 2008] 

EEG, EOG, 
EMG 

5 Subjects    
33 Channels 

FFT BPNN                       
3 Classes 

95 

[Mehmet , 
2008] 

EEG, EMG  30 Subjects    
2 Channels 

WT BPNN                      
3 Classes 

98.5 

[Hong, 2010] 

EEG 5 Subjects    
64 Channels 

WT sparse 
representation 
method  3 Classes   

94.2 

Present work EEG 50 Subjects   
14 Channels 

WT+FFT Fuzzy    
4 Classes 

84.41 
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